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ABSTRACT
An important pre-processing stage in speech recognition systems
is that of extracting phonetically pertinent acoustic features from
the speech signal. These features form the basis for discrimina-
tive classification and serve as cues for the identification of pho-
netic events in speech. The paper addresses this by presenting a
novel method for the classification of harmonic (short-term peri-
odic) and non-harmonic segments in speech signals. Classifica-
tion is accomplished by proposing two new features derived from
the non-linear Teager energy operator (TEO). The features pro-
posed are the TEO-Weighted Harmonic Product (TEO-WHP*)
and the TEO-Weighted Harmonic Sum (TEO-WHS*). Exper-
iments are reported and discussed that demonstrate the effec-
tiveness and the importance of these features as a valuable pre-
processor for many speech systems.

Index Terms- Harmonic, feature, extraction, classification,
Teager energy operator (TEO).

1. INTRODUCTION

Feature extraction and signal classification are a common pre-
processor in many speech processing applications, such as: Speech
enhancement, Speaker identification and Automatic speech recog-
nition. The research literature on the role of features such as lin-
ear prediction coefficients, energy (Logarithmic or Euclidean),
the spectrum, the cepstrum, zero crossing rate, duration and for-
mants has been reviewed by Kotropolous [1]. More recently Gu
and Rose [2] have introduced new features, based on harmonic
cepstral coefficients. The existing pre-processing stages are con-
sidered to be suboptimal, thus advances in this area would have
the scope for achieving major gains in the performance of such
systems.

In this paper two new features are introduced, based on the
Teager Energy Operator [3], that enable the classification of speech
as harmonic or non-harmonic. The features are termed the TEO-
Weighted Harmonic Sum (TEO-WHS) and the TEO-Weighted
Harmonic Product (TEO-WHP) and they provide a simultaneous
characterization of both pitch and formant content of a speech
signal. This produces features which effectively extract the level
of periodicity and aperiodicity content present in a particular
frame using non-linear energy estimates. For comparison, two
equivalent features are obtained using the Short-time Fourier Trans-
form (STFT). These are obtained using essentially the same method;
however, the magnitude of the short-time spectrum is used in-
stead of the non-linear spectrum. Subsequently, to aid clarity
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these features have been named in a similar fashion. They are
the Short-time Spectrum-WHS (StS-WHS) and the Short-time
Spectrum-WHP (StS-WHP). These counterpart features are com-
pared by means of experimental studies. The effectiveness and
importance of the features as valuable pre-processors for speech
systems is discussed and demonstrated using experiment results.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the back-
ground of Teager's energy Operator (TEO). An overview of the
proposed system is presented in Section 3. The system descrip-
tion is presented in Section 4. Section 5 describes the exper-
iments and discusses the results. Finally, Section 6 presents a
conclusion and highlights future work.

2. BACKGROUND: NON-LINEAR SOURCES OF
SPEECH SOUND EXCITATION

Speech processing systems have in general been based on a lin-
ear plane wave model for the airflow propagation along the vocal
tract [4]. A classic example of this was presented by Schafer and
Rabiner [5], using a linear source filter in the model. However,
studies by Teager and Teager [6],[7] strongly suggest that non-
linear processes are the primary source of sound excitation in
the vocal tract during phonation. This contribution of non-linear
excitation sources is something neglected by source filter theory
[4]. The energy operators shown below in (1) and (2) were devel-
oped by Teager during his work on modeling speech production
and were first introduced by Kaiser [3],[8]. Hence the operator is
known as Teager's Energy Operator (TEO).

dx 2 d2X
_ tF,[X;t](d (t))2 _Xa(t)_d2(t)= Zt]_ ;);(,(1

where J dT , and its discrete counterpart:

Td[X;(n)] - x (n) - x(n - 1)x(n + 1), (2)

for discrete-time signals xa(n), {n = 0, ±1,+2, ±3, ...}.
Before proceeding there is a clear requisite to distinguish

what is meant by the term: the energy ofa signal. Traditionally in
signal processing literature [3], [9] the energy of a discrete time
signal is defined as (3).

00

E, = z E lx(n)l2
n=-oo

(3)

and xa(n) is called an energy signal if [0 < Ex < oo].
The non-linear energy operator TIcd provides an estimate of

the energy over time required to generate, in a certain sense, a
signal [3]. A derivation exists in [3] that uses basic physics of
motion for a simple spring and mass oscillator, to show that the
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total energy in the system is proportional to both the amplitude
and the frequency. This is very different to the energy measure
in (3); where, from Parseval's relation all frequencies are treated
uniformly. The operator Td is considered to be a high resolution
energy estimator [4]. This property has provided additional mo-
tivation for investigating its use for obtaining features with high
temporal resolution.

3. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

The non-stationary nature of speech can be modeled in terms of
voiced and unvoiced excitations. Voiced excitation is periodic or
quasi-periodic, it is produced by the vibration of the vocal folds
whereas unvoiced sounds (noise-like) are aperiodic and is pro-
duced by forcing air past some constriction in the vocal tract [9].
Certain sounds such as voiced fricatives are a combination of
both voiced and unvoiced speech. Feature extraction is used to
capture these various acoustic characteristics of the signal. The
main characteristics considered in this approach are the pitch and
the formants. These are combined to effectively extract the four
main features via the (STFT). This obtains features that extract
the level of harmonic content present. These are outlined in Fig-
ure 1. Short frames of speech that are periodic in nature (i.e.

NON-LINEAR FEATURES METHOD L LINEAR FEATURES
TEO-WHS TEO-WHP PITCH FORMANTS StS-WHS StS-WHP

Figure 1. Overview of the features.

voiced) will tend to have the majority of their energy contained
within the harmonic spectral components. As opposed to aperi-
odic speech which will tend to have its energy spread across the
spectrum. The method in essence exploits this fact to have dif-
ferent energy ranges for the features to work on, thus forming the
basis for the classification by comparing the features against pre-
determined threshold values. High temporal resolution is gained
by using a sliding window technique which averages the overlap-
ping speech frames to obtain a mean value.

4. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

4.1. Feature Extraction

4.1. 1. Pre-Filtering

The system has been tested using speech samples from the TIMIT
data corpus. The sample frequency Fs is equal to 16 kHz for the
speech samples, corresponding to a sample period T, of 62.5-p,s.
The speech signals are pre-filtered using a low-pass filter with a
cut-off frequency of 4 kHz.

4.1.2. Windowing andFrames (Short-terms)

The speech signal x (n) is analyzed using symmetric windows
wn. This selects a frame (or short-term) of the speech signal la-
beled fx, which spans N samples, N of 640 (40-ms duration)
and 320 (20-ms duration) have been used during experimenta-
tion; assume an N of 320 herein. The first frame fi (n) =

x(1: 320) moving along by one sample so that the second frame
f2(n) = x(2: 321), this iterative process continues taken suc-
cessive frames, hence we refer to it as a sliding. The frames
fx(n) are obtained by simple multiplication process as in (4).
The different window types that have been used are the basic
Rectangular, the Hamming and the Kaiser windows.

fx (n; m) = x(n)w(m - n)

4.1.3. Short-time Discrete Fourier analysis.

The Short-time Fourier transform (STFT) Fx(k) of the frame
f, (n) is obtained using the Fast Fourier Transform FFT. During
experimentation different FFT point sizes were used, e.g. (512,
1024 and 2048). The absolute value is then obtained IF,(k) .

4.1.4. Nonlinear Energy Spectrum

The non-linear energy spectrum is obtained by computing the
TEO for each of spectral components in IF (k) . This may be
achieved using each of the following techniques: (a) Band-pass
filtering; (b) Obtaining the IFFT for each conjugate pair respec-
tively and (c) Calculate the TEO directly from the spectrum. The
latter two techniques have been used. The preferred method is
(c) due to its reduced computational complexity. This is obtained
by computing a energy estimate for each spectral component in
F, (k) using the right-most term in (5).

TdId[x(n)] _ x2(n) - x(n - 1)x(n + 1) = A2 sin2(Q) (5)

Note: Q must be less than (X/2) which is equivalent to
(Fs/4), [3] . This gives us a non-linear energy spectrum E(k)
for the frame fx (n).

4.1.5. Spectrum Down-sampling

Using this non-linear energy spectrum E(k) down-sampled ver-
sions Ec, (k) are obtained. These are compressed replicas of the
original; this is illustrated in Figure 2. The spectrum E(k) is
down-sampled by a factor a, for a = 1, 2, ..., where / is the
number of down-sampled spectra. Consequently, / is also the
number of harmonics (fundamental integer multiples) we wish
to include. Note: E1 (k) = E(k).

4.1.6. Spectral Peak Detection

The spectral peaks in each ofdown-sampled energy spectra E, (k)
are identified in the range [2 < k < FFT_size/4]. Note:
(k = 1) has been omitted as this is dc. A one dimensional nu-
merical gradient (directional derivative) G,(k) is computed for
each E, (k). Then using condition (6), we can determine the
spectral peaks in E, (k) through inspection of changes in sign.
The peaks are arranged in the order of their magnitude and the
dominant peaks are selected.

if [(Gr,(k) < 0)&(Gr,(k - 1) >= 0)]

15

(6)

Figure 2. Down-sampled non-linear energy spectra for a 20-ms
frame of voiced speech.

(4)
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4.1.7. Weighting Criterion

A weighting scheme is used to emphasize the harmonic peaks
and conversely de-emphasize the non-harmonic components. As-
sume a frame contains speech of a periodic nature. Since the
original energy spectrum has been down-sampled, therefore the
harmonic peaks, the formants in the down-sampled spectra will
therefore align at corresponding spectral locations. Further, if
we take the ideal case where there are harmonics at all the mul-
tiples of the fundamental, the first harmonic hi in E1 (k) will
line up with the second harmonic h2 in E2 (k) and so on. Ac-
cordingly, each spectra is assigned an associated weighted mask
W, (k). The down-sampled spectra E, (k), are compared for
aligning peaks. The locations (k) in W, (k), are given an expo-
nential weight based on the number of peaks (t) that aligned at
that particular location as shown in (7), the weighting coefficients
are contained in Table 1.

W (k) - Wtw [according to the no. (t) aligned (7)1,1 [otherwise for t < 1]

4.1.8. TEO-WHS and TEO-WHPfeatures

The two new features are introduced in (8) and (9). They are
the TEO-WHS* and the TEO-WHP*. The features are labeled
Tt hs and Tt hp and are obtained by getting the weighted sum
and weighted product for the down-sampled non-linear energy
spectra E, (k).

Twhs (k) = a()[a() 2(8)

Twhs= max{Twh,(kp)}

Twhp(k) exp [In( [Ei (k)]w (k)) [ ([Ea (k)] Wk)2
(9)

hp = max{Twhp (kp)}

Where 3 is the number of down-sampled spectra and [k1 <
kp < kh] is the maximum range (bandwidth) in which the pitch
resides. The maximum values in both Twh, (k) and Twhp(k)
within the pitch range are identified to give Tt hs and Tt

4.1.9. StS-WHS and StS-WHPfeatures

As aforementioned, these features are obtained using the same
approach; the only exception is that the computation described
in section 4.1.4 does not form part of the procedure.

4.2. Classification

4.2.1. Sliding Window Technique

A sliding window scheme is exploited to gain high temporal res-
olution. This is achieved by obtaining an average value for the
overlapping frames; that is for a given percentage of overlap. As
outlined in 4.1.2, the overlap is chosen to be the maximum to
achieve the highest resolution possible. Other overlaps of 50%,
75%, etc. may be used. A trade-off exists here in the amount of
processing versus temporal resolution required.

Table 1. Weighting Coefficients
no.(t) 1 2 3 |... ... |

Wt e (°) e(0.25) e (0.50). e[(8-1)X0.25]

4.2.2. Threshold Stage

Thtgh = [pX + Cl (s)] [Tpre-hgh] (10)

=[ + C2(S)] [Tpre-low] (11)

To perform classification upper Thlgh and lower Tlo, energy
thresholds are established initially. A section of frames at the
start are assumed to be silence, that is a time duration in the re-
gion of 1000-ms. The sample mean X and standard deviation
s for the features Tt and Tt of these frames is computed'.hs mhp
to estimate the energy of the background noise present. Alterna-
tively, predetermined energy thresholds Tpre-htgh and Tpre-low
for a given background noise level may be used. Classification
is achieved by comparing the subsequent frames outside of the
training period, against these threshold values, see equations (10)
and (11), where cl = 3 and C2 = 2. The upper and lower thresh-
olds prevent erratic decisions and hence yield better classifica-
tion.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

The system has been applied to an extensive set of speech ut-
terances from the TIMIT corpus to confirm its consistency for
various utterances of speech. An example is presented in Figure
3. In the first panel we have the speech waveform x(n) with the
corresponding TIMIT phonetic symbols located above and below
in the form of textures to aid clarity. The corresponding speech
manner of articulation and phonetic symbols for these textures
are tabulated in the appendix, see Table 2. The second panel
shows the harmoniclnon-harmonic classification for each of the
features. Finally, the last two panels show the energy profiles for
each of the features. From Figure 3. we can observe that the
TEO-WHP and the TEO-WHS classification signals are similar
in terms of overlap. This is also the case for the Short-time spec-
trum features but to a greater extent. Looking at the classification
and feature profiles for each of the features along with the pho-
netic labels, we can see that the TEO based features are more
selective in terms of their harmonic classification. That is they
classify the speech containing strong voicing (i.e. vowel, semi-
vowel and glide sounds) to be harmonic over the other phones
of voiced speech. This is in contrast to the short-time spectrum
features, which tends to classify all phones of voiced speech in
general as harmonic.

Further, take the first two words in the utterance, "The em-
blem". Here we can see that the TEO-based features for the
vowel sounds /iy/, /eh/, lax!, and for the semivowel /1/ have classi-
fied these phones as harmonic (short-term periodic). We can see
that this tendency holds true for the rest of the utterance. How-
ever, the TEO-WHS has classified the unvoiced fricative /s/ at
the end of the word "acropolis" as being harmonic, whereas the
TEO-WHP feature has classified it correctly. The TEO-WHP is
more robust under the conditions of the high frequency content
of the unvoiced fricative. Throughout the course of our experi-
ments and analysis we have found these results to be consistent
for an extensive assortment of speech utterances. This leads us
to conclude that the TEO features, in particular the TEO-WHP,
to be important features for the identification of speech contain-
ing strong harmonic content such as vowels, semivowels, etc.
Hence, the study suggests these to be very valuable features for
the improvement of existing pre-processing stages, for reliably
identifying (or) distinguishing phones that are characterized by
strong stable voicing.
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Figure 3. Harmonic speech classification and extracted energy features for a sample speech utterance. For a frame duration of 20-ms;
L = 10; using a Kaiser window with a,, = 4; the threshold coefficients cl = 3 and C2 = 2.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have introduced a novel method to perform har-
monic speech classification by proposing two new TEO-based
non-linear features; the TEO-WHS* and the TEO-WHP*. These
features combine the pitch and formants simultaneously, to ef-
fectively extract the short-term harmonic energy present in the
speech signal. The method has been applied to samples of speech
from the TIMIT corpus to verify consistency for various utter-
ances of speech. We conclude these to be valuable features for
the identification of phones of speech that are characterized by
strong stable voicing. The temporal resolution of the features is
high, which is gained via a sliding window technique. The TEO-
WHP feature was found to be more robust for working on speech
consisting of all different phonemes. Future work will investi-
gate the use of these new features as a pre-processor to enhance
the ability of a modem Speech Recognition System.

7. APPENDIX

Table 2. Speech manner of articulation identifiers.
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